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Abstract. High-Reynolds number turbulent incompressible multiphase flow represents a large
class of engineering problems of key relevance to society. Here we describe our work on mod-
eling two such problems:
1. The Consorcio de Aguas Bilbao Bizkaia is constructing a new storm tank system with an
automatic cleaning system, based on periodically flushing tank water out in a tunnel.
2. In the framework of the collaboration between BCAM - Basque Center for Applied Math-
ematics and Tecnalia R & I, the interaction of the sea flow with a semi submersible floating
offshore wind platform is computationally investigated. Here we study the MARIN benchmark
modeling breaking waves over objects in marine environments.
Both of these problems are modeled in the the Direct FEM/General Galerkin methodology for
turbulent incompressible variable-density flow [1, 2]
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1 Introduction

Today world is facing the global warming by anthropogenic activities and natural disas-
ter(e.g., earthquake, tsunami and volcano) which are causing ozone layer depletion, loss of
biodiversity, water quality and climate change. Among these climate change causes extreme
weather phenomena across the world, resulting either severe flood or draught. In 20th century
about 1000000 people were killed and 1.4 billion people were affected by the floods[3]. Floods
not only kills and affects the people and also it affects the eco-system, agriculture produc-
tion, infrastructure and creates economical instability. According to The International Disaster
Database [4], from January 1975 to June 2002, flash floods (due to heavy rain) in Europe has 5.6
% morality (rate of killed verses affected people) [3]. Especially, in Spain from 1900 to 2016,
flash flood killed 987 people, 1350 people were affected and it caused damage of 642000000
$ [4]. And it is predicted that the weather instability (more flash floods) going to be happen
frequently in coming years [5].

Bilbao is located northern part of Spain and it has oceanic/Atlantic climate; its annual precip-
itation is from 1200 to 2000 millimeter (mm)[6]. Consorcio de Aguas Bilbao Bizkaia (BWC)
is constructing a new storm tank (detention tank) system with an automatic cleaning system,
based on periodically flushing tank out in a tunnel in Galindo. This would prevent rain water
goes into river and also minimize the more hydraulic load on the existing sewer infrastructure.
Later this water can be treated in waste water treatment plant (WWTP) in Galindo for portable
or other purposes.

The excessive water from the detention tank overflows through the tunnel, where the sedi-
ments and floating objects might permanently settle down on the surface of the tunnel, which
will eventually give the foul smell and in a frequent run it will also affect the downstream flow
in the tunnel. It is not a feasible solution to send a men to clean the tunnel. Instead BWC wants
to clean the tunnel with periodic flushing using water from the detention tank.

Our work in the research is to predict the velocity, pressure and flow rate in the down stream
side of the tunnel. Where this velocity, pressure and flow rate values will be used as a input
parameter for the shallow water modelling; and also velocity at the door section will be used to
design the stronger gate to open a water from the detention tank. We used the Finite Element
Method (FEM) for the simulation calculation, problem is modelled as a 3D computations of the
primitive equations (variable-density incompressible Navier-Stokes) in FEniCS-HPC.

For the simulation, we have investigated the 4 options, they are: TD=5s,10s and H=6m,10m,
with TD the time for the door to fully open and H the initial water height in the tank. We
compute the time interval I=[0s, 6s] for TD=5s, and I=[0s, 11s] for TD=10s.

2 Mathematical model

We model the problem by the primitive incompressible Navier-Stokes equations with vari-
able density ρ:

R(û) =


ρ(∂tu+ (u · ∇)u) +∇p− ν∆u− ρg = 0

∂tρ+ (u · ∇)ρ = 0

∇ · u = 0

û = (u, p, ρ)

By using a parameter-free stabilized finite element method (FEM) we are not introducing
any explicit parametrization or modeling, aside from the slip model of the boundary layer,
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and we thus expect the simulations to be predictive if the mesh is fine enough to control the
computational error.

2.1 Turbulent boundary layers

In our work on high Reynolds number turbulent flow [7, 8, 9, 10, 11], we have chosen to
apply a skin friction stress as wall layer model. That is, we append the Navier-Stokes equations
(NSE) with the following boundary conditions:

u · n = 0,

βu · τk + nTστk = 0, k = 1, 2,

for (x, t) ∈ Γsolid× I , with n = n(x) an outward unit normal vector, and τk = τk(x) orthogonal
unit tangent vectors of the solid boundary Γsolid. We use matrix notation with all vectors v being
column vectors and the corresponding row vector is denoted vT .

With skin friction boundary conditions, the rate of kinetic energy dissipation in cG(1)cG(1)
has a contribution of the form (for constant density):

2∑
k=1

∫ T

0

∫
Γsolid

|β1/2Ū · τk|2 ds dt,

from the kinetic energy which is dissipated as friction in the boundary layer. For high Re, we
model Re → ∞ by β → 0, so that the dissipative effect of the boundary layer vanishes with
large Re. In particular, we have found that a small β does not influence the solution [9]. For
the present simulations we used the approximation β = 0, which can be expected to be a good
approximation for the high Reynolds numbers expected for the present setting.

3 Computational methodology and software

The mathematical framework for the simulation method is functional analysis and the con-
cept of weak solutions to the NSE, introduced by the mathematician Jean Leray in 1934. Leray
proved that there exist weak solutions (or turbulent solutions in the terminology of Leray) that
satisfy NSE in variational form, that is NSE integrated against a family of test functions.

A finite element method (FEM) is based on the variational form of NSE, and one can show
that, if the formulation of the method satisfies certain conditions on stability and consistency, the
approximate FEM solutions converge towards a weak solution of the NSE as the finite element
mesh is refined [12]. We refer to such FEM as General Galerkin (G2) methods.

The test functions in G2 are defined over the mesh, and thus the finest scales of a G2 ap-
proximation are set by the mesh size. In contrast to RANS or LES (Large eddy simulation),
no averaging operator or filter is applied to NSE, and thus no Reynolds or subgrid stresses that
need modeling are introduced. Dissipation of turbulent kinetic energy in under-resolved parts
of the flow is provided by the numerical stabilization of G2 in the form of a weighted least
squares method based on the residual of NSE. Thus, the method is purely based on the NSE
mathematical model, and no other modeling assumptions are made.

In G2, the mesh is adaptively constructed based on a posteriori estimation of the error in
chosen goal or target functionals, such as drag and lift forces for example. Using duality in
a variational framework, a posteriori error estimates can be derived in terms of the residual,
the mesh size, and the solution of a “dual” (or “adjoint”) problem [13]. We initiate the adaptive
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mesh refinement algorithm from a coarse mesh, fine enough to capture the geometry, but without
any further assumptions on the solution (i.e., no boundary layer meshes or ad hoc mesh design
based on expected separation and wake structures are needed).

To model the effect of unresolved turbulent boundary layers we use a simple parametrization
of the wall shear stress in terms of the skin friction [14]. In particular, for the very high Re for
this problem we approximate the small skin friction by zero skin friction, which corresponds to
a free slip boundary condition without boundary layer resolution.

This methodology is validated for a number of standard benchmark problems in the literature
[15, 16, 17, 18], and in the following sections we describe the basic elements of the G2 method,
also referred to as Adaptive DNS/LES, or simply Direct Finite element Simulation (DFS).

For this particular problem of the storm drain, we have used a low order finite element dis-
cretization on unstructured tetrahedral meshes, which we refer to as cG(1)cG(1), i.e., continuous
piecewise linear approximations in space and time. In this project we have not applied adaptive
mesh refinement, since it currently only is functional for production simulations for constant
density. The development of this functionality is expected to be done over the coming year.

3.1 Direct FEM for variable-density

In a cG(1)cG(1) method [12] we seek an approximate space-time solution Û = (D,U, P )
(with D the discrete density ρ) which is continuous piecewise linear in space and time (equiv-
alent to the implicit Crank-Nicolson method). With I a time interval with subintervals In =
(tn−1, tn), W n a standard spatial finite element space of continuous piecewise linear functions,
and W n

0 the functions in W n which are zero on the boundary Γ, the cG(1)cG(1) method for
variable-density incompressible flow with homogeneous Dirichlet boundary conditions for the
velocity takes the form: for n = 1, ..., N , find (DnUn, P n) ≡ (D(tn), U(tn), P (tn)) with
Dn ∈ W n, Un ∈ V n

0 ≡ [W n
0 ]3 and P n ∈ W n, such that

r(Û , v̂) = (D((Un − Un−1)k−1
n + (Ūn · ∇)Ūn), v) + (2νε(Ūn), ε(v))

− (P,∇ · v)− (Dg, v) + (∇ · Ūn, q) + (Dn −Dn−1)k−1
n + (Ūn · ∇)D̄n), v)

+ LS(D,U, P ) + SC(D,U, P ) = 0, ∀v̂ = (z, v, q) ∈ W n × V n
0 ×W n

(1)

where Ūn = 1/2(Un + Un−1) is piecewise constant in time over In and LS and SC are least-
squares and shock-capturing stabilizing term described in [12].

3.2 The FEniCS-HPC finite element computational framework

The simulations in this report have been computed using the Unicorn solver in the FEniCS-
HPC automated FEM software framework.

FEniCS-HPC is an open source framework for automated solution of PDE on massively
parallel architectures, providing automated evaluation of variational forms given a high-level
description in mathematical notation, duality-based adaptive error control, implicit parameter-
free turbulence modeling by use of stabilized FEM and strong linear scaling up to thousands
of cores [19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24]. FEniCS-HPC is a branch of the FEniCS [25, 26] framework
focusing on high performance on massively parallel computer architectures.

Unicorn is solver technology (models, methods, algorithms and software) with the goal of
automated high performance simulation of realistic continuum mechanics applications, such
as drag or lift computation for fixed or flexible objects (FSI) in turbulent incompressible or
compressible flow. The basis for Unicorn is Unified Continuum (UC) modeling [27] formulated
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in Euler (laboratory) coordinates, together with the General Galerkin (G2) adaptive stabilized
finite element discretization described above.

4 The MARIN becnhmark problem

A standard benchmark in marine engineering for a wave impact or dam break is the MARIN
benchmark [29], consisting of a door opening, releasing a volume of water and creating a wave
which impacts a box, representing for example a container on a ship. Pressure sensors are
mounted on the box, providing validation data.

We apply the Direct FEM method for variable density described above to the MARIN bench-
mark using a tetrahedral mesh with approximately uniform mesh size and ca. 2 million vertices.

In figure 1 we visualize the density for regular time points in the time interval, showing the
evolution of the water surface. In figure 2 the pressure signal for pressure sensors P1 and P7 are
compared between the simulation and experiment.

Figure 1: Density slice and isosurface for ρ = 0.5 at t = 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5s.

5 The Bilbao Water Consortium storm drain problem

The problem consistes of an initial water volume stored in a tank with a gate opening toward
a storm drain tunnel. To clean the tunnel, the gate is opened, and water flows out throughout the
tunnel. Here we investigate a range of gate opening speeds and initial water height in the tank.

The geometry of the tank, door and start of the tunnel is presented in figure 3. The mesh is
refined close to the door of the tank, and in the region with x coordinate [30m, 40m] at the start
of the tunnel, giving ca. 800k mesh points. The door height is 1m and breadth is 6m. A slice of
the mesh is presented in figure 4 demonstrating the distribution of the cell size.

Gravitational force 9.81 m s−1 is set at top of the tank and 0 Pa is set at the end of the tunnel.
Walls in the geometry at the upstream & downstream side considered as a free-slip boundary
condition. The rest of the space in the geometry (tank and tunnel) were set to air density
at ambient temperature as well as water density is set to the water in the tank. We set time
interval as 0.02s, for example, in TD=5s, we get 250 time interval samples. The door opening
mechanism is based on the time interval(0.02s). In this case, for each time sample, the door is
moving (flow region space is gradually increasing) 0.004m (total length for gate opening is 1m)
towards upward vertical direction. Figure 5 shows the boundary and initial conditions set up in
the simulation.
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Figure 2: Pressure over time for simulation and experiment for the sensors P1 and P7 in the MARIN becnhmark.
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Figure 3: Schematic of the geometry of the tank, door and start of the tunnel (top), and a 3D rendering (bottom).6
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Figure 4: Slice plot through the x-z plane (front view) of the mesh.
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      as time goes

All the walls set to free-slip 

Figure 5: Initial and boundary conditions set up.

5.1 Simulation results

The simulations are carried out by running the FEniCS-HPC software on the Beskow su-
percomputer. The output is a piecewise linear density field representing the density of air and
water, and a velocity field for the entire continuum. An average time step of ca. k = 5 × 10−4

is chosen, giving ca. 10k time steps for TD=5s and 20k time steps for TD=10s. We used 1024
cores on the Beskow Cray XC40 system at KTH for each simulation, giving ca. 1s per time step
of computation time.

In this section we plot slice plots of the density (showing the evolution of the water surface),
the velocity, 3D plots of the isovolume of the density (showing the evolution of the water sur-
face). Additionally we plot the flow rate through the door over time, and the average velocity
in the door section and in the first 10m section of the tunnel.

For example, Figure 6 shows the initial condition of the simulation, where the water is stag-
nant and has a density; and the rest of the tank and tunnel have a air density. Since water is
stagnant at this stage there is no flow movement in the problem domain. In Figure 7, After 5s,
when the gate is fully opened, water flows through the tunnel, until for some distance the flow
is steady after that it starts to break. This also can be seen water isovolume in Figure 9.

To see better understanding of the simulation results, we extended the time upto TD=6s for
TD=5s. If the simulation stops at 5th second, then we only get simulation results upto 4s.
Figure 8 shows the visualization of the simulation until beginning of TD = 6s.

We can see the water flow pattern difference between water height in the tank H=6m to
H=10m for TD=6s in Figures 12 & 8. For the H=10m the steady flow breaks earlier and it
shows more turbulence behaviour than one in H=6m.
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The noticeable difference between the TD=5s to TD=10s is that the downstream has a
extended flow pattern, until it reaches the steady state condition. For example, this difference
can be seen in Figures 12 & 20.

Figure 6: Density and velocity x-y and x-z slice TD=5s, H=6m, t=0s

Figure 7: Density and velocity x-y and x-z slice TD=5s, H=6m, t=5s
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Figure 8: Density and velocity x-y and x-z slice TD=5s, H=6m, t=6s

Figure 10: Density and velocity x-y and x-z slice TD=5s, H=10m, t=0s
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Figure 9: Water isovolume TD=5s, H=6m, t={0s, 5s, 6s}
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Figure 11: Density and velocity x-y and x-z slice TD=5s, H=10m, t=5s

Figure 12: Density and velocity x-y and x-z slice TD=5s, H=10m, t=6s
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Figure 13: Water isovolume TD=5s, H=10m, t={0s, 5s, 6s}
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Figure 14: Density and velocity x-y and x-z slice TD=10s, H=6m, t=0s

Figure 15: Density and velocity x-y and x-z slice TD=10s, H=6m, t=10s
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Figure 16: Density and velocity x-y and x-z slice TD=10s, H=6m, t=11s
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Figure 17: Water isovolume TD=10s, H=6m, t={0s, 10s, 11s}
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Figure 18: Density and velocity x-y and x-z slice TD=10s, H=10m, t=0s

Figure 19: Density and velocity x-y and x-z slice TD=10s, H=10m, t=10s
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Figure 20: Density and velocity x-y and x-z slice TD=10s, H=10m, t=11s
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Figure 21: Water isovolume TD=10s, H=10m, t={0s, 10s, 11s}
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Figure 22 shows the flow rate through the gate. As we can see here, gate opening time and
water height do have a influence over the water flow rate through the opening gate. Volumetric
flow rate is depends on the area and the velocity. For example, in case H=10m, when TD=10s,
the area of the flow through the gate is increasing slowly compare to TD=5s, this shows, TD=5s
reaches volumetric flow rate 50 m3 s−1 at 5th second, whereas TD=10s reaches volumetric flow
rate 50 m3 s−1 at 10th second. In general, if the H is same (for 5s and 10s) then the flow rate is
depends on the area of the opening gate and if the TD is same (for 6m and 10m) then flow rate
is depends on the velocity.
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Figure 22: “Spending” flow rate through the door.

Figure 23 shows the average velocity at the door section. It is clearly understood that, veloc-
ity will be higher at the door section for H=10m compare to H=6m (for the same opening time
TD=5s). From Pascal’s Law law we can calculate the static pressure at the gate, but in real case
as gate opens we need to calculate the dynamic pressure, from this we can calculate the force
acting on the door section. This will help to design a stronger door at the gate.

For example, static pressure can be expressed as P = ρgh Pa, considering H = 10m,
we get P=98.100 Pa. Similarly the dynamic pressure at fully opened door can be calculated
as P = 0.5ρv2. Velocity is around 10 m s−1 when the door is fully opened for TD=5s and
H=10m, from this the dynamic pressure will be P=490.500 Pa. As we know force can be
calculated from F = pa N. Area is 6 m2 and P=490.500 Pa, the maximum acting force at the
door will be F=2943 N.
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Figure 23: Average x-velocity in the door section.
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Figure 24: Average flushing x-velocity in the first 10m-section of the tunnel.

6 Conslusions

In this report we provide computational results for Direct FEM simulations of the primitive
3D variable-density incompressible Navier-Stokes equations.
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The density and velocity fields have a 3D structure, a triangular jet shape, at the exit of the
door.

The door opening time does not appear to have a large influence on the structure or magnitude
of the velocity.

The water height in the tank has a significant influence on the magnitude of the velocity in
the flushing section at the beginning of the tunnel.
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